
Highline Twenty-Five



Credenza, Umbra Grey case, Red Leather doors and 
Polished Chrome base and trim.

Whether you need discreet storage for the conference room or a stand-alone statement 

piece, the perfectly proportioned and finely detailed Highline Twenty-Five credenzas engage 

with every space. With a vast choice of styles and finishes and universal compatibility with all 

our product lines, the credenzas offer an outstanding level of craftsmanship and versatility. 

Concealed storage for equipment, elegant filing solutions, deep drawers or open displays for 

your awards, the Highline Twenty-Five credenzas truly have something for everyone.

DatesWeiser furnishes environments with beautifully designed, timeless products. Each piece 

is crafted with meticulous attention to detail, incorporating technology in discreet, clever ways 

that never distract from the elegance or power of the design. Founded in 1982, DatesWeiser 

has been synonymous with craftsmanship and quality from the very start. We partner with 

clients in the creative process, drawing on a vast portfolio of materials, colors and flexible 

product lines, and a deep bench of ingenuity and technical support. 
  

  

 Cover: Credenza, Rift-cut European White Oak top, Polished Chrome base.  

Highline Twenty-Five



Highline Twenty-Five Credenzas
Recessed metal legs and a streamlined 
case with multiple configurations of 
drawers and cabinets epitomize the 
refinement and versatility of Highline 
Twenty-Five. Available in a wide range 
of finishes, credenzas can accommodate 
A/V equipment, cool drawers and 
trash units. 

Credenza, Rift-cut European White Oak, 
Polished Chrome base and pulls, shelved cabinets.

Credenza, Coco case with Grey Paldao doors 
and Polished Chrome base.    

Credenza, Coco Case, open shelf, Plain-sliced White Oak 
doors and drawers, Oil Rubbed Bronze base and pulls.
 

Client: Law firm. Umbra Grey Case, Black Limba 
doors, Polished Chrome base, Black Back Painted 
Glass serving top.

 



Highline Twenty-Five credenzas are available in conference and buffet heights with generous lengths up to 108”. 
Custom sizes and options are also available.

The combination of wood, metal, stone and glass make powerful storage statements. Multiple configuration options offer 
enhanced versatility for cool drawer, trash unit and other storage needs.
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